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ABSTRACT

An Analytical Laboratory Hot Cell (ALHC) Facility at Argonne National Laboratory-West
(ANL-W) was in service for nearly thirty years. In order to comply with DOE regulations
governing such facilities and meet ANL-W programmatic requirements, a major
refurbishment effort was undertaken. To place the facility in compliance with current
regulations, all penetrations within the facility were sealed, the ventilation system was
redesigned, upgraded and replaced, the master-slave manipulators were replaced, the hot cell
windows were removed, refurbished, and reinstalled, all hot cell utilities were replaced, a
lead-shielded glovebox housing an Inductive Coupled Plasma - Atomic Emission
Spectrometer (ICP-AES) System was interfaced with the hot cells, and a new CO2 fire
suppression system and other ALHC support equipment were installed.



BACKGROUND

The Analytical Laboratory (AL) located at Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W)
contains six interconnected hot cells used to provide chemical analyses of irradiated nuclear
fuels and materials. The long service history and current programmatic requirements for the
cells dictated that they be refurbished for further use.

Each hot cell is 183 cm (72 in) wide by 168 cm (66 in) deep by 376 (148 in) high, with a
working tray located 96 cm (38 in) above the floor. The hot cell walls are made from high
density barite concrete and are 61 cm (24 in) thick. There are three different shielding doors
associated with the hot cells. Hot cells #1 and #6 have external shield doors 193 cm (76 in)
wide by 203 cm (80 in) high and transfer port shield doors both internal and external 43 cm
(17 in) wide by 53 cm (21 in) high. Cells #2 through #5 have shield doors which are 91 cm
(36 in) wide by 203 cm (80 in) high. Figure 1 depicts the hot cell operating corridor prior
to the demolition and refurbishment effort. As shown on Figure 1, each hot cell has a leaded
glass window to view the internal area of the hot cell. In addition to the hot cells, a steel
metallographic cell, approximately 150 cm (60 in) on each side was attached to the rear of
hot cell #6 via a 20 cm (8 in) diameter transfer port.
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FIGURE 1
HOT CELL OPERATING CORRIDOR CIRCA 1967



The ventilation system for the hot cells consisted of 26 high efficiency particulate air
(HEPA) filters in parallel. These non-bag-out type filters were also used for the remainder
of the Analytical Laboratory contamination control ventilation exhaust systems. A new
ventilation system was installed for the ALHC that included bag-in/bag-out type filter
housings and provided for double filtration.

The ALHC facility was designed and built with a number of unfiltered penetrations that
served as the inlet for air to the hot cells. These penetrations limited the pressure differential
that could be maintained across the cell wall (primary containment boundary). When the
ventilation exhaust system was not operating, the potential existed for a positive pressure
excursion, which could have resulted in the release of contamination beyond the cell
boundary. To mitigate the potential for this type of occurrence all cell penetrations were
sealed or HEPA filtered.

The original master-slave manipulators had been in operation for over 30 years. The
manipulators continuously required maintenance, which represented a significant ALARA
concern for service personnel. New hermetically sealed manipulators were installed into the
ALHC. This required core drilling the two foot thick shield wall to accommodate the
installation of new wall tubes for the manipulators.

The ALHC leaded glass windows were leaking oil. The leaking oil left a void between the
glass slabs that air infiltrated, oxidizing the oil residual and consequently clouding the glass.
Additionally, the hot side cover glass was marred, limiting the operators' vision of the ALHC
interior. These windows were removed, refurbished, and reinstalled.

All ALHC utilities were replaced, including new electrical wiring, vacuum, gas, and water
service lines, and new cell interior lighting. A new cell-to-cell transfer system was installed
to replace the non-functional original unit.

A lead-shielded glovebox housing an ICP System was interfaced to hot cell #6 in the location
of the metallographic cell. Other upgrades included the installation of a CO2 fire suppression
system for the hot cells, and other ALHC support equipment.

Prior to initiating the refurbishment effort, an extensive decontamination of the hot cells was
performed. All existing equipment within the cells was demolished, leaving bare concrete walls.
Radiation levels within the cells were reduced to less than 10 mR/hr penetrating dose, and
contamination levels less than 200 disintegrations per minute per 100 cm2. This provided an
environment for the refurbishment contractor to work in without exceeding the DOE and ANL-W
mandatory radiation exposure limits. References 1 and 2 describe the activities involved in
decontamination and demolition of the ALHC facility.



VENTILATION SYSTEM

The original ventilation system for the Analytical Laboratory consisted of 26 HEP A filters in parallel.
An inlet plenum, common to all 26 filters, provided ventilation inlet to the filter bank from the ALHC,
rooms adjacent to the ALHC, and the analytical chemistry wing, or B-wing. The outlet of the filters
was tied together through an exhaust plenum, which was tied directly to the facility exhaust fan and
stack.

Compliance to current DOE orders required a complete redesign of the ventilation system. The hot
cells and B-wing exhaust systems were split with new HEPA filter housings for each system. The
existing main exhaust fans and stack were utilized. Figure 2 depicts the flow path of the new system.

FIGURE 2
VENTILATION SYSTEM FLOW PATH

The inlet ventilation to the hot cells was HEPA filtered, serving two primary purposes. Since the
refurbishment activities totally sealed the cells, these filters provided assurance that contamination
would be contained in the event the cells went static or a positive pressure excursion occurred.
Additionally, the inlet HEP As keep the cell interiors free from dirt and dust, and hence keep the
downstream, potentially contaminated HEPA filters cleaner, necessitating fewer filter changeouts.

The six hot cells are exhausted by three headers located beneath the cells in the basement of the
facility. Two adjacent cells are tied together requiring three Flanders type G-l housings which are
mounted directly to the wall beneath the hot cells, minimizing the length of ductwork between the
source (hot cells) and the filter housings. Three additional HEPA exhaust housings exhaust air from
specialized equipment within the cells, namely the acid fume hood in cell #2, the mass spectrometer
in cell #5, and the ICP glovebox. An additional 2 X 2 HEPA filter bank is utilized with redundant
booster fans to maintain the required system flow. Variable speed drives on the fans control the
exhaust flow from each cell at approximately 500 cubic feet per minute (cfrn).



The B-wing was separated from the hot cell exhaust. A new 3 X 6 filter bank was installed,
containing bagout capabilities as well as prefilters. The exhaust of this filter bank is tied into a
common exhaust plenum with the exhaust from the hot cell filter bank, and is routed to the existing
exhaust fan and stack.

HOT CELL WALL PENETRATIONS

Hot cell wall penetrations exist in the ALHC facility to provide means for getting services into and
out of the cells. Additionally, the penetrations allowed the inlet air flow to the cells. Over 300
penetrations existed prior to the refurbishment, providing greater than 1.1 square meters (12 square
feet) of unfiltered area. Each cell contained six penetrations for the interior lights to pass through,
each 8.9 cm by 17.8 cm (3.5 in by 7 in), providing the largest contribution to the unfiltered area.

A positive seal was provided for all penetration to assure that cell integrity was maintained. Existing
light penetrations located at the top rear of each cell were used for the inlet ventilation. A
plenum/HEP A filter arrangement was fabricated and installed for each cell. In addition to providing
positive filtration in the event of pressure excursions, it also maintains a dust free environment within
the cells, minimizing the loading of the exhaust filters. This is important since the exhaust filters are
likely to be contaminated and changeout poses ALARA and contamination control concerns.

The majority of the existing penetrations in the ALHC facility were cylindrically shaped; pieces of
pipe cast into the concrete wall. Those that would be inaccessible with the new cell configuration
were permanently sealed with grout and welded closed.

Penetration plugs were designed for the routing of services into the cells. Services included are
water, compressed gases, vacuum, electrical services, signals, and other services required to support
the analytical chemistry equipment installed in the cells. Figure 3 shows a typical penetration plug.
These plugs provide several features. They provide a double o-ring seal between cell interior and
exterior, no direct pass through to preclude the potential for radiation streaming, and the plugs are
removable. Additional blank plugs are provided in each cell to accommodate future cell
requirements.
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FIGURE 3
TYPICAL HOT CELL PENETRATION PLUG



Additional penetrations were added to the cells to support analytical equipment. Nearly twenty new
penetrations were required, all designed and installed consistent with the cell integrity and ALARA
philosophies used throughout the project.

MANIPULATORS

Analytical equipment/instrumentation within the hot cells requires and is designed for use with two
master/slave manipulators. The previous master/slave manipulators were manufactured by American
Machine and Foundry (AMF) Company which is no longer in business. These manipulators were a
type where the portion of the manipulator which lies in the cell wall connecting the master arm to the
slave arm did not provide a hermetic seal to the primary boundary.

DOE 6430.1 A, Division 11, "Enclosures", states "The design objective shall be to prevent exposure
of the plant personnel to airborne contamination and shall implement ALARA concepts as practical
to minimize operator exposures. The enclosure system, including its internal and external support
structures, shall be designed to withstand the effects of normal operating conditions and the
environment. Also, Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) shall be considered in the design of the
enclosure."

The AMF manipulators were replaced with Central Research Laboratory (CRL) Model L-HD
manipulators which are hermetically sealed. These manipulators prevent contamination from
migrating outside of the primary confinement due to a DBA such as positive pressurization of the hot
cells.

A total of thirteen manipulators were purchased. Each of the six cells requires two manipulators for
a total of twelve. A spare manipulator will be set in place of any malfunctioning manipulator to
support normal operations. The entire manipulator (master and slave sides) must be removed from
the cells in order to repair the slave side. The malfunctioning manipulator will be repaired
independent of hot cell operations, in a manipulator repair area adjacent to the cells.

Each of the existing AMF manipulators rested inside a 20.3 cm (8 in) inside diameter wall tube liner.
The CRL manipulators required a wall tube liner with a 25.45 cm (10.02 in) inside diameter. The
existing wall tubes were removed and replaced with wall tube liners compatible with the CRL
manipulators. The installation of the new wall tube liners required that the existing holes be bored
out to 45.7 cm (18 in). The new wall tube liners were centered in the bores and then grouted in
place. The manipulators were then inserted into the wall tube liners. The installation of the
manipulators required the use of a special cart that ANL-W designed and fabricated.

A means of introducing a pressurizing gas into the space between the double sets of lip seals on the
seal tubes was provided to control the leakage between the cell and the operator area. An argon
bottle with the proper pressure controls was interconnected to the twelve manipulators to control the
leakage between the cells and the operating area.



Each manipulator is supplied with a power supply box that was mounted to the wall adjacent to the
manipulator. A duplex receptacle adjacent to each pair of manipulators meets the power demands
of the manipulators.

LEADED GLASS WINDOWS

Each hot cell contains one 66 cm (26 in) thick leaded^glass radiation-shielding window assembly. The
window assemblies are welded steel housings enclosing three internal polished slabs of leaded glass
17.8 cm (7 in) thick and two 2.54 cm (1 in) thick glass cover plates. The windows are filled with
Sontex 100-LT white mineral oil that provides an optical coupling of the internal glass slabs,
minimizes surface reflections, provides resistance to deterioration from gamma radiation, and protects
the polished glass surfaces from developing a cloudy lead oxide film.

Five of the six windows were leaking oil. Oil leakages in these windows were attributed to either a
cracked weldment in the tank structure or a leaking gasket under the tank cover plates. A cracked
weldment can be repaired only by removing the tank unit and determining the location and extent of
the crack. The crack may be repaired with glass epoxy compatible with the mineral oil, or by
rewelding. Any leakage due to a gasket might be corrected by retorquing the compression bolts and
increasing the compressive force on the gasket, or by replacing the gasket. Attempts were made to
add oil to the leaking windows, but the effort was futile. If the deficient welds and/or gaskets were
not repaired, the windows would continue to leak oil, become more cloudy, and significantly reduce
the operators' ability to view the cell interior.

All six windows possessed scratches and/or stains that inhibited the operators' view of the cell
interior. These blemishes could only be removed by extracting the tank unit and polishing the lead
glass surfaces in a non-radiation area. It was decided to remove the windows from the hot cells and
send them to an authorized vendor for refurbishment.

The leaded glass windows were grouted into the hot cells walls and could only be removed from the
cold side. In order for this to take place, all of the grout was removed from the periphery of the
leaded glass windows. Once all of the grout was removed, a specially designed cart was used to
extract the windows in a safe and reliable manner. The cart was modified slightly prior to its use.
The modifications included new mounting brackets and new stabilizer bars.

The windows were shipped per DOT standards to Hot Cell Services, the refurbishment vendor. It
was mandatory that the windows were filled with mineral oil prior to their shipment. The vendor
disassembled the window units, polished the glass surfaces, chemically treated and removed all traces
of shielding oil from the window housings, inspected and repaired all housing welds, cleaned and
sandblasted window housings, coated the window housings with three coats of radiation resistant
epoxy paint, replaced all gaskets, reassembled the window units, and leak checked the window units.
The vendor also designed and fabricated new window seismic restraints, fabricated and installed hot
and cold side trim frames, and supplied new oil expansion tanks for each window.



During reinstallation, the windows were inserted into their same position using the specially designed
cart. They were then grouted into place using a grout with nearly the same radiation shielding
properties as was previously used. Grout was pumped around the windows into the cavities using
specially designed backing plates and a heavy duty grout pump.

A stainless steel oil expansion tank is mounted on the exterior of the hot cell above the highest level
of oil within the shielding windows. The bottom of the oil expansion tank is plumbed with stainless
steel tubing to the fill line connections on the windows. A tenite tube sight gauge is located on the
side of the expansion tank to provide a visual indication of the oil level within the tank. The oil
expansion tanks are also interconnected to an inert gas (argon) purge system to preclude any moisture
from entering the oil. The purge system has a bubbler installed to prevent over pressurization of the
oil expansion tanks and the leaded glass windows.

HOT CELL UTILITIES

The refurbishment of the ALHC necessitated that new utilities be run into the hot cells to support
operations. These utilities included electrical and signal wiring, gas lines, water, vacuum, hot cell
lighting, a new cell-to-cell transfer system, and a CO2 fire suppression system.

Electrical and signal wiring was run into the hot cells through the existing penetrations. Each cell
contains eight one-inch conduits. These conduits are grouted into the cells, penetrating the side walls
at the rear of the cells, bending 90 degrees, and exiting the cells at the front. Additional wiring was
brought into the cells through the cylindrical penetrations. All wiring was sealed at the cell internal
boundary to prevent migration of contamination.

Each cell has compressed air, vacuum, and spare ports available for other gases required to support
analytical chemistry within the hot cells. Isolation valves for these services are contained at the front
of the cells, and operators tie into these services within the cells using quick disconnect fittings
modified to be "manipulator friendly". Common headers supply instrument quality air and vacuum
to each cell. Four spare ports, two accessible from the front of the cells and two accessible from the
rear are available for gases. All six gas penetrations are accessible in each cell at a utilities box
containing six labeled quick disconnect fittings.

In order to preclude the possibility of inadvertently introducing large amounts of water into the cells,
the water supply to the cells was not plumbed directly into the laboratory deionized water supply.
Instead, water is introduced from one to four liter containers and gravity fed into the cells. An
isolation valve is provided at the exterior and interior of the cells. Any valve failure or operator error
will introduce only the amount of water in the storage container.

Prior to refurbishment, the hot cell lighting system consisted of six sixty watt fluorescent tubes that
entered each cell through six 8.9 cm by 17.8 cm (3.5 in by 7 in) penetrations. Each fluorescent light
was attached to a fixture that rode on a trolley system, extending from within the cell to the outside
of the cell confinement. Due to the contamination and radiation levels at the lighting penetrations,
changing the fluorescent tubes posed ALARA and contamination control concerns. Since these
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lighting penetrations were designated as the hot cell supply air intake penetrations, a complete
redesign of the lighting system was necessary.

The new design for the lights included a sealed enclosure that was installed in the cells through new
penetrations. Two 30.5 cm (12 in) circular penetrations were drilled into the front of each cell at the
top of the cells. The sealed enclosures were installed through these penetrations, and supported
within the cells from channel installed in the ceiling's. These enclosures are physically isolated from
the cell environment and therefore bulb changeout is accomplished without the need for
contamination controls or manned entry. The lights chosen were 175 watt metal halide lamps. There
are a total of four bulbs per cell, illuminating the interior of the cells to 100 foot-candles as viewed
by the operators.

The existing cell-to-cell transfer system became nonfunctional after about twenty years of service.
The make-shift system consisted of a wheeled cart that was propelled between cells using the
manipulators.

The new design consists of a chain driven cart, with a maximum velocity of 15.2 cm/sec (6 in/sec)
and capable of operation with loads up to 34 kg (75 lb). The chain consists of sealed bearing links
and is driven by a motor located external to the cells. Chain tensioning capabilities are also external
to the cells. Each hot cell has an individual conveyor control station, capable of moving the cart
either left or right. When the conveyor is idle, it is available to the first control station requesting it.
A control system installed at each station locks out the other stations from moving the conveyor when
it is currently being used.

An additional conveyor system is used to communicate between hot cell #6 and the ICP glovebox.
This manually operated conveyor consists of a shielded plug riding on bearings that traverses through
a 20.3 cm (8 in) opening.

A CO2 fire suppression system was installed in all six cells. This local application system utilizes high
pressure carbon dioxide. The system is manually activated by any of six local electric release pull
stations located at each of the hot cells. The system consists of a main and reserve supply of carbon
dioxide, each of sufficient quantity to provide fire extinguishing capability for two hot cells. A heat
detection system was also installed in the cells to alert the operators of any abnormal heat generation
occurring within the cells.

When the system is activated, a local audible alarm sounds and a flashing light is initiated. The carbon
dioxide is discharged through supply piping, selector valve, and discharge nozzle for the individual
cell requiring fire suppression. An alarm signal is provided to the building fire alarm panel alerting
the local fire station of the event. A discharge test of the CO2 fire suppression system was performed
in one of the cells to validate the system.



ICP GLOVEBOX

The measurement of major and minor constituents in radioactive solutions by Inductively Coupled
Plasma - Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) required a shielded glovebox to prevent the
release of radioactive material to the work space and environment and to comply with ALARA
concepts.

The Analytical Laboratory purchased an Applied Research Laboratories (ARL) ICP-AES,
spectrometer, glovebox attachment kit, and other associated equipment. The spectrometer is
comprised of a computer controlled monochromator and polychromator for analyses of radioactive
solutions. Shielding calculations performed at ANL-W determined that 1.3 cm (0.5 in) of lead
encapsulated in stainless steel would be required to provide adequate protection for the operators.
Leaded glass viewing windows are also provided in the box.

The ICP glovebox was placed behind hot cell #6, and communicated with this cell through an existing
20.3 cm (8 in) penetration. A shielded plug transfer system was designed to introduce samples from
the hot cells into the glovebox. This plug is motivated between the hot cell and glovebox by a hand
crank system. A shielded liquid waste collection system in the glovebox is provided to collect
nebulized liquid waste that is transferred back to hot cell #6 through tubing. This tubing is also used
to deliver liquid samples from hot cell #6 to the ICP-AES nebulizer.

In order to accommodate the necessary dimensions for the installation of the ICP-AES, a floating
flange arrangement was installed. These floating flanges allow for over 0.6 cm (0.25 in) of take-up
to allow for field installation of the ICP-AES within the glovebox as well as mating of the glovebox
with hot cell #6.

The plasma with the ICP generates radioactive hot corrosive gases that require venting from the
glovebox. The glovebox is connected to the ALHC facility HEPA filtered exhaust system, and is
equipped with inlet and exhaust HEPA filters. The exhaust system provides flowrates of 100 - 150
cfm at the inlet funnel above the plasma for cooling and exhausting gases. The glovebox normally
operates between 0.8 and 2.0 cm (0.3 and 0.8 in) of water negative. The inlet ventilation line serves
as over pressure protection.

All equipment in the glovebox was designed to allow for in-place maintenance and/or replacement.
An overhead block and tackle was installed in the glovebox to aid in the handling of the larger
components. A transfer port integral to the glovebox was installed to introduce equipment and other
materials into the enclosure and to remove the same from the enclosure.

SUMMARY

Through careful planning and project management, Argonne National Laboratory - West was able
to refurbish a 30 year old analytical laboratory into a state-of-the-art facility. Included in this effort
were the decontamination and demolition of the existing facility (references 1 and 2), design of the
new equipment and interfaces for the upgrade, and refurbishment of the facility to current standards.
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